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 On December 2 at the Park East 
Synagogue, the Jewish Survivors of 
Latvia held its annual Yizkor honoring 
the memory of more than 25,000 Latvian 
Jews slaughtered by the German Fascists 
and their Latvian collaborators. This year 
we marked the 77th anniversary of this 
mass slaughter in Rumbula, where our 
loved ones, our sisters and brothers, were 
killed. We began our meeting with the 
lighting of six candles in memory of the 
six million Jews killed during the years 
of the Holocaust. Girsh Sorkin, Gabriel 
Silberman, Edith Solovey, Eleonora 
Schwab,  Rachel Gizunterman, and  
Zakhary Schwab lit the candles. A seventh 
candle, symbolizing our solidarity with 
the State of Israel and with all of the 
victims of terror, including our fellow 
Jews in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and 
elsewhere, was lit by Joshua Rakhman. 
This year we also lit an eighth candle in 
honor of righteous gentiles in Latvia who, 
risking their lives and the lives of their 
families, hid and saved Jews—this candle 
was lit by our guest from Riga, Maris Gailis, 
chairman of the board of the society 
“Zhanis Lipke Memorial.”
  Meeting leader Vice President Joseph 
Faerber read the greeting from Professor 
Gertrude Schneider, who recently 
celebrated her 90th birthday, but 
unfortunately could not be present. 
She thanked those who had offered 
congratulations and wished success in 
this meeting. Mr. Faerber also read the 
letter from Charles Springfield, son of our 
late president Steven Springfield. Due to 
serious illness, Charles could not attend 
the meeting this year. He wished us 

success and productive work.
     JSL president David Silberman gave 
his annual report. He pointed out that all 
JSL’s activities were widely reported in the 
The Latvian Jewish Courier, mentioning 
especially the recent joint initiative of the 
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum and 
the University of Latvia—an international 
conference: New Directions in Holocaust 
Research in Latvia. Professor George 
Schwab was one of its organizers. Scholars 
from the United States, Latvia, Sweden, 
Russia, the United Kingdom, and Germany 
convened in Riga last July to discuss how 
Holocaust studies, particularly in Latvia, 
might be pursued in the future. 
     The legendary Latvian dockworker 
Zhanis Lipke is now widely discussed 
among Latvians for his heroism in saving 
the lives of almost sixty Jews during the 
war. With our help, a book about Zhanis 
Lipke’s exploits will soon be published. 
Regarding publications,  we are all looking 
forward to Professor Schwab’s memoirs 
Odyssey of Child Survivor: From Latvia 
Through the Camps to the United States.   
    A significant issue that needs to be 
resolved is that of Jewish communal 
properties in Latvia. Yefim Shteynfeld has 
reported in earlier issues of the Courier 
about this problem, which still hasn’t been 
resolved despite strong pressure from the 
U.S. government, the European Union, and 
Jewish world organizations—including 
the Jewish Survivors of Latvia in the U.S. We 
sincerely hope that this wrong will at last 
be righted by the newly elected Saeima.
  The musical part of the meeting 
was led by the world-famous Joseph 
Malovany, the Fifth Avenue Synagogue 

liturgical cantor. On introducing him, 
Professor George Schwab emphasized 
cantor Malovany’s distinguished talent 
and his position as the outstanding 
contemporary cantor. First, Cantor 
Malovany sang a song composed by the 
late Elie Wiesel, “Ani Maamim” (I believe). 
After that he performed two songs in 
Yiddish: the song of the Lodz ghetto “Ich 
benk noch dem nign” (I Long for the Tune) 
and “Moishele, main Fraint” (Moishele, my 
Friend), composed in the Krakow ghetto.

       

       Following Cantor Malovany was our 
guest speaker Maris Gailis, Chairman of 
the Board of the Zhanis Lipke Memorial 
Association and former Prime Minister of 
Latvia. He related the history of creating 
the Memorial Museum and spoke about 
current activity at the museum. The 
road from idea to functioning museum 
commemorating Zhanis Lipke was long 
and complicated. Being at the helm of 
the Riga Video Centre, he and his friend 
August Sukuts produced Ebreju iela (The 
Jewish Street), a 1990 documentary by 
director Herts Frank about the fates of the 
people rescued by Zhanis Lipke. 
    In 2000, as a memorial plaque was 
attached to the wall of the small Lipke 
family house in Kipsala, Maris Gailis and 
Augusts Sukuts offered the idea that in 
this place, where people were sheltered 
and saved, a museum should be built. In 
2005, they, together with Zhanis Lipke’s 
daughter-in-law Arija Lipke, founded 
the association “Memorial to Zhanis 
Lipke,” rented part of the plot of land that 
belonged to the Lipke family, and the 
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In the Main Sanctuary of the Park East
Synagogue during the Memorial Service

Cantor Joseph Malovany sings

The eighth candle, in honor of
righteous gentiles in Latvia, was lit
by our guest speaker, Maris Gailis
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work began. Seven years later, owing to 
the help of many people from a variety of 
ethnic backgrounds, donated materials 
and funds, they have achieved the goal. 
     The Zhanis Lipke Memorial was officially 
opened on July 30, 2013. The President of 
Latvia Andris Berzins and the President 
of Israel Shimon Peres took part in the 
ceremony. Mr. Gailis also gave a detailed 
presentation about the museum’s exhibits 

and activities.
         Afterwards, a very moving speech was 
given by Ambassador Andrejs Pildegovičs 
(see below). 
   Mr. Faerber invited the audience to stand 
as he read out the names of Latvian Jews, 
members of JSL, who have passed away 
during the past period:
Liuba Rakhman, Nekhama Mahinson, 
Eva Vater, Anna Smertenko, Morris 

Halle, Mara Vekhnis, Esther Kravets, 
Michael Kazanovich, Feige Magaram, 
Melech Margaram, Abraham Farber. 
Cantor Joseph Malovany recited the 
prayers  “El Mole Rachamim” and “Kaddish.”
    The official part of the program was 
concluded with excerpts from the new 
Latvian film about Zhanis Lipke, Tēvs Nakts 
(The Mover) being shown.      

Prepared by Bronya Shif

JSL’s 2018 YIZKOR (continued)

Honorable survivors of the Holocaust in Latvia,
Honorable Prime Minister Māris Gailis,
Professor George Schwab,
Dear Friends,
      As the eighth Latvian Ambassador to the 
UN, I, along with my wife Elena, are honored to 
attend this annual gathering to commemorate 
the horrors of the Holocaust in Latvia. 
   I would like to use this opportunity to 
stress that this month of November is very 
special to Latvia. November 18th marked the 
independence of the State of Latvia. As you 
know, this year is particularly important because 
we just celebrated the centennial of the modern 
democratic Latvian State; the state which was 
fought for during the independence war in 
1918-1920. In 1918, the state was proclaimed, 
but it took three years until our independence 
received international recognition, marking the 
ultimate victory of the long overdue struggle 
of the Latvian nation, and thousands of people 
from the Latvian Jewish community contributed 
to that effort. 
  Unfortunately, independence lasted only 22 
years. Jewish culture flourished in Latvia in 

the 1920s and the first half of the 1930s. Then, 
during World War II, independence was lost, the 
state was destroyed, and the Latvian nation was 
repressed. Just a few days after Latvia celebrated 
its independence, we also reflected on the 
tragedy of the darkest pages of our history—
extermination of the Riga Ghetto and mass 
killing of Latvian citizens of Jewish background 
and European Jews in Rumbula. These are 
pages that we do not want to be repeated in 
the future, these are very dark, somber pages in 
Latvian history. Of course, we will take all lessons 
from that immense tragedy.
     The first lesson is very clear: We will never be 
neutral, passive, or silent when injustice takes 
place. We must never take an indifferent stance 
on issues of peace and security in international 
affairs. In the 1930s, Latvian politicians of that 
time thought: If we will be neutral, maybe the 
stormy political developments in Europe will 
spare us from troubles. Due to the Nazi Germany 
and Stalinist Soviet occupation, we lost our 
state for fifty years, we lost a whole third of our 
population. The conclusion is the following—we 
will always be strongly engaged internationally. 
We will be actively committed to international 
cooperation and collective security. This is 
what we have been trying to do during the last 
28 years. We nurture our independence; we 
protect our freedom, and develop very strong 
transatlantic relations with the United States, 
Israel, and the European Union. 
     Thus the second lesson, we will do the utmost 
to protect our citizens and our nation by resisting 
and fighting. It is a solemn responsibility of 
the Republic to protect its citizens. I want to 
thank, from this rostrum, all supporters of 
this organization, of this community, which 
has gathered in this holy place. Thank you for 
marking your Latvian heritage. We honor the 
centennial of the Republic, it sounds like a 
miracle for those who remember much darker 
days. I still remember what life was like in Soviet 
Latvia during the occupation. We could not 
have dreamed of independence. We could not 
think of being in the United Nations. You might 
call it a miracle. In fact, it has been achieved 
with blood, sweat, and tears of all people who 
belong to Latvia, regardless of their background, 
regardless of religion, regardless of the political 
views. 

      The third conclusion, which we have a strong 
voice about, is that we have to eliminate hidden 
subjects in our political discourse and our 
social life. Only truth can make us fully free. I 
still recall myself in high school, running in the 
Bikernieku forest for orientation competition, 
and we hardly knew that these were the killing 
grounds during the Holocaust in November 
and December of 1941. The information on 
Holocaust was very restricted, almost no signs. 
That work only started when Latvia regained 
its independence. At times it is not easy, it is 
controversial, but we try to do as much as we 
can to expose all controversies of World War 
II. This work had started during the time of 
President Guntis Ulmanis (1993-1999), when 
an historic commission was created. The 
Commission has been particularly active during 
the mandate of President Vaira Vike-Freiberga 
(1999-2007), who was my former boss for 
seven and a half years. She made exceptional 
efforts in this regard, but the work goes on with 
successive administrations. Now researchers 
use open and digital archives and other sources 
on how to promote understanding among the 
youth, among the students about the bigotry, 
hatred, collaboration, and homophobic nature 
of totalitarian ideologies.
     A lot has been done, but it is not over and it 
will never be over. We very much appreciate the 
support of your organization, your dedication 
to prosperity, to development of Latvia, and to 
the friendship between Latvia and the United 
States. So, I am very grateful for witnessing this 
commemorative day. I look forward to staying 
in touch with you. I am looking forward to very 
productive exchanges with you. I am always 
available here, in Manhattan, and I look forward 
to welcoming you to Riga, to Latvia, and to our 
continuous contacts. Thank you all.

BOARD
Jewish Survivors of Latvia, Inc.
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RIGA — NOVEMBER 30, 2018

 November 30 and December 8, 1941, 
are the two most especially tragic days 
in the history of Latvia. On those days, 
more than 25,000 Jews were shot in the 
Rumbula Forest near Riga. In two days, 
German occupiers, with the help of local 
collaborators from the Arays’s team and 
Latvian nationalists, killed about 24,000 
Latvian Jews from the Riga ghetto and
1,000 Jews brought in by train from 
Germany the day before. It was the largest 
mass murder in Latvian history. “These 
events took place in the land of Latvia, 
and our people participated in them. ... 
The employees of the Riga police were to 
participate in the action—to cordon off the 
ghetto, to push people from the houses, 
to drive them 8 kilometers to Rumbula, to 
lead along this path of death... to the big 
pits that were dug by Russian prisoners 
of war,” related then-President Vaira Vike-
Freiberga in 2002 at the opening of the 
memorial at the scene of the shooting.
 On November 30,  2018, at the site of 
the mass shooting of Jews in the Rumbula 
Forest, a commemorative event was held 
with politicians, public figures, leaders 
of the Jewish community of Latvia, and 
representatives of the diplomatic corps all 
participating. The Chairman of the Saeima 
Inara Murniece attended, as well as the 
representatives of all the factions of the 
Saeima and a large group of members 
and leaders of Latvian Jewish community. 
The people gathered brought flowers 
and lit candles. The ceremony was led by 
Ilya Lensky, director of the Jews in Latvia 
Museum. After a moment of silence, 
speeches were given by survivor of the Riga 
ghetto and historian Margers Vestermanis, 
the Ambassador of Israel Lironne Bar 
Sadeh, and the rabbi of Riga’s synagogue 
Eliyahu Krumer.
 “We will always remember these 
innocent victims. Among the brutally 
murdered in Rumbula were almost a 
thousand former participants in the 
struggle for the freedom of Latvia, the 

Knights of the Orders of Lachplesis and 
Three Stars. They were people who proved 
their loyalty to the Latvian state and the 
Latvian people with their life and work, 
their love for their only motherland— 
Latvia and with particularly high emotion 
we preserve the memory of the Latvian 
citizens who saved Jewish people lives,” 
said the Chairman of the Saeima.

 “I’m always here. All my long life here, 
I grieve and grieve, I feel like an outcast, 
reproach myself that I am not lying here 
with my family, with the whole Jewish 
world,”  said Margers Vestermanis.

 Children, students of the Riga Jewish 
School, named after distinguished 
historian, writer, and Jewish activist 
Shimon Dubnov came to Rumbula as well. 
They read their poems in Latvian, English, 
and Hebrew.
            On this day at the Freedom Monument, 
despite the icy cold, people walked from 
6 p.m. and lit candles, forming glowing 
paths. This symbolized the tragic path the 
Jews took in the Rumbula forest to their 
deaths. “I am happy to have lived to such 
a moment when in the most sacred place 
of Latvia, at the foot of the Monument of 
Freedom, people put candles in memory 
to the terrible grief of the Jews,” Margers 
Vestermanis emphasized. Candles were 
placed until almost midnight. Altogether, 
about 600 candles were lit on November 
30. 
 It’s already the third year since this 
new tradition has been observed by 
Latvian citizens. They come to the Freedom 

Monument in the center of Riga to light a 
candle in memory of 25,000 Jews killed 
by the Nazis and their Latvian henchmen. 
Lolita Tomsone, director of Zhanis Lipke 
Memorial Museum, and historian Kaspar 
Zelis were the initiators of this national 
ceremony.  
 “I wanted to talk about this tragedy. 
To remember that it was a terrible loss for 
the people of Latvia. The dead were not 
Jews from Latvia; they were part of Latvia 
itself. They fought for independence, 
lived next to us, went to school with our 
grandparents,” related Tomsone before the 
first ceremony two years ago, explaining 
why the Freedom Monument, the heart of 
Latvia, became this place of remembrance. 
Despite the biting November Baltic wind, 
people came because they think that 
this evening they must be here. Among 
those present were representatives of the 
Latvian intelligentsia and politicians, the 
elderly, still remembering what they saw as 
children during the war, and young people. 
People again and again relit candles blown 
out by the wind.
 Latvian President Raimonds Vejonis 
came to the Freedom Monument at 10:45 
pm and lit his candle. He came not as a 
politician, but as a citizen, as a Latvian 
—not to make speeches, but to light his 
candle and stand, bowing his head in front 
of the memory of his fellow citizens killed 
just because they were Jews. “Our future 
is a free democratic society, intolerant 
of manifestations of racism and anti-
Semitism,” wrote Raimonds Vejonis on his 
Twitter page following the event.

 However, the most obvious 
confirmation of the fact that Latvia 
increasingly perceives the Holocaust as 
its national tragedy was that lighting of 
candles happens not only in Riga but also 
in Ruyena, a small town in the north of 
Latvia.                        By Semyon Gizunterman

Translated by Eric Kruglyak

Latvian President Raimonds Vejonis
at the Freedom Monument

Gathering in Rumbula

Students of the Shimon Dubnov Riga
Jewish School at the rally in Rumbula

Margers Vestermanis speaks in Rumbula
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 On November 25, our dear friend, 
Gerta Feigin, the organizer of many 
wonderful JSL projects, turned 90. 
She has lived a difficult, interesting, 
and eventful life. Gerta was 12 when, 
on June 14, 1941, her parents and 
sister were deported to a Siberian 
Gulag, where her father died. She was 
fortunate enough to slip away from the 
hands of the NKVD and be evacuated 
to Central Asia with her aunt’s family 
after the start of the war. She returned 
to Riga toward the end of 1944 and 
later was admitted to the Law School 
of the University of Latvia. However, 
because of the need to constantly hide 
from the “concerns” of the KGB, she 
had to change schools frequently and 
only received her law degree in 1956 at 
the University of Vilnius. 
     

    She then worked as a lawyer and 
legal adviser in various institutions and 
in different cities; in 1973 she moved 
to Israel with her family. After a few 
years, she came to New York where she 
began working at NYANA, a famous 
immigrant organization, where she 
was responsible for new arrivals. 
      From January of 1981 practically 
until her retirement in 2003, Gerta was 
the director of the New York branch 
of the Claims Conference Hardship 
Fund. This organization was created 
in the post-war years as one of the 
subdivisions for paying reparations 
by the government of The Federal 
Republic of Germany; in 1980, its 
functions were supplemented by the 
preparation for a one-time payment. 

From 1992, it was in charge of giving 
monthly compensation to Jews living 
in North and South America, Africa, 
and Australia who were victims of 
fascism. Under Gerta’s leadership, the 
main office in New York and branches 
in other countries were founded. 
She was also in charge of organizing 
countless trips to these countries as 
well as contacting archives to develop 
lists of former prisoners in the ghettos 
and concentration camps in Germany 
and German-occupied territory. Gerta 
supervised the development of a 
method for determining applicants’ 
eligibility for payments. These 
payments were given first to Jews 
from Western countries and, starting in 
1997, to Jews from Eastern Europe as 
well. Gerta also met with thousands of 
former prisoners to try to resolve some 
of the most difficult cases. 
 Gerta’s success was partly 
attributable to her fluency in Russian, 
German, English, Latvian, and Yiddish 
and to her excellent ability to work 
with people and her ever-expanding 
legal knowledge. During the years 
that Gerta spent working at Claims 
Conference, she approved payment 
documents of more than 200,000 
former Nazi victims. Gerta reflects 
on her life experience and work in 
the Claims Conference in her book, 
published in Russian in 2006 in Riga, 
which was translated into English in 
2013 as Years of Endurance.
     Since she arrived in the United States, 
Gerta has been a council member 
of the JSL and was the initiator and 

organizer of almost all JSL events.
     We congratulate our dear colleague 
on her 90th birthday and sincerely 
wish her good health and many more 
great achievements.               JSL Board

*      *      *

 Gerta Feigin and I have been 
friends for many years. l have learned 
much from her about the difficult life 
in Soviet Russia during World War II, 
not to compare, of course, with the 
Holocaust. When we switched from 
English into German, she filled in 
details about pre-war Riga, the city of 
my dreams, and Jurmala. 
 Fluent in Germanized Yiddish 
as well, which I was not, I enjoyed 
her teaching me Yiddish words and 
telling me Yiddish jokes that had me in 
stitches. Please Gerta, get well quickly.       
I miss you.                            George Schwab

GERTA FEIGIN TURNS 90

Gerta Feigin in the early 1950s

Gerta Feigin (far right) with her friends—
Latvian Jews: Jack Ratz, Liuba Rakhman, 

George Schwab, Steven Springfield,
Arkady Sukharenko

A plaque awarded to Gerta Feigin
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The long-awaited feature film 
Father Night (Tēvs Nakts in Latvian) 
had its first screenings in Latvia’s 
cinemas at the end of October—in 
honor of the 100th anniversary of 
Latvia. Father Night depicts Zhanis 
Lipke, who saved more than 50 
Jews during the first six months of 
the Nazi occupation of Riga. The 
film’s script is based partly on a 
short story by Inessa Zandere, “The 
Boy with the Dog” as well as on an 
article by David Silberman,  “Jan 
Lipke: An Unusual Man.” Lipke did 
not act alone; his wife, Johanna, 
and their sons, Fredis and Ziggy, 
worked with him. The filmmakers 
aimed to depict the gloom and 
fright of the first months of 
occupation, but they did take 
artistic license. For example, to 
create more drama, they added a 
scene of Zhanis secretly observing 
the executions in Rumbula. 
      To review: Zhanis Lipke was 
an ordinary dockworker in the 

port of Riga. In the first weeks 
of occupation, he worked in the 
Spikeri military warehouses during 
the day and smuggled at night. 
Seeing the invaders’ miserable 
treatment of Jews (some of whom 
were his friends), Zhanis made the 
very extraordinary decision that 
could have brought ruin on and 
death to his family.

He created a 3 x 3 meter bunker 
under the floor of his house in 
Kipsala, with escape access to a dog 
kennel. He saved Jews in different 
ways: he’d hide saved Jews in this 
bunker, involving his wife and son 
in his rescue efforts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Episodes of “everyday life” 
in this bunker are realistic and 
harrowing. Kipsala has at present 
become a wealthy neighborhood; 

although the Lipke house has not 
been preserved, the Zhanis Lipke 
Memorial Museum was opened 
in July 2013 by the former Latvian 
Prime Minister Maris Gailis. A house 
in Kauguri was used for filming 
and all the details inside and in the 
courtyard were recreated using old 
photographs.
 The film was directed by 
Davis Simanis, who has five 
documentaries and one feature 
film to his credit. The role of Zhanis 
Lipke was played by the famous 
Latvian actor Arthurs Skrastins. 
Actress Ilze Blauberga gave a 
stunning performance in the role 
of Johanna. At the Latvian National 
Film Competition Big Kristap,  held 
in mid-November, Ilze Blauberga 
was recognized as the Best 
Supporting Actress of the Year for 
her role as Johanna, and director 
Davis Simanis was awarded the 
title of Best Director.   
     

          
      

More than 700  people participated 
in the massive crowd scenes. A 
significant part of the film takes 
place in the terrible day-to-day 
life in the ghetto in Moskachka— 
the Moscow suburb of Riga. Tēvs 
Nakts is extremely relevant, giving 
witness to the power of human 
courage in circumstances where 
fear and narrow-mindedness prevail 
and the commitment to remaining 

Arthurs Skrastins as Zhanis Lipke

FATHER NIGHT, A FILM ABOUT ZHANIS LIPKE

Zhanis suddenly discovers that the Nazis
are turning Jews into lower-class beings

Zhanis initially refuses to help his Jewish 
friend Arjka hide his young daughter. 

Arjka was based upon the first Jew
saved by Zhanis—Haim Smolyansky

Out of the group of prisoners relocated to the 
ghetto to work in a warehouse, Zhanis would 
send one to a hideout and would return
wearing a jacket with a yellow Star of David 
patch, entering the ghetto with the other 
workers to be counted, and then would throw 

off this jacket and leave

Actress Ilze Blauberga as
Johanna, Zhanis’ wife
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human was seemingly lost.
   In the first week of release, the 
film had already been seen by more 
than 6,000 people—an astonishing 
number for Latvia. The film sparked 

discussions with viewers and film 
critics, as well as on social networks. 
It raises questions about the 
phenomenon of salvation, but also 
forces you to empathize. Former 
Latvian president Vaira Vike-Freiberga 
wrote after the premiere: “Tēvs Nakts 
is a story about an ordinary working 
man who followed his conscience 
and thus saved dozens of Latvian 
Jews in inconceivable circumstances. 
Every Latvian should know and 
respect the name of Zhanis Lipke. A 
film about him is the best present for 
the centennial of our state.”
 

*      *      *

 On November 29, on the eve of 
the dark anniversary of the Rumbula 
mass massacre, a conversation was 
held at the Jews in Latvia Museum 
about the film Father Night. The 
conversation was led by the historian 
and Holocaust survivor Dr. Marģers 
Vestermanis. The main conclusion 
of this discussion is that the film 
deservedly aroused wide interest in 

Latvian society 
about the events 
of the Holocaust 
in Latvia, about 
w h i c h  m a n y 
in the current 
generation of 
Latvians knew 
very little. And the 
main character, 
Zhanis Lipke, is 
a person that 
Latvians can, and 
will, be proud of.

By Ivar Brod
Translated by

Eva Minkin

FATHER NIGHT, A FILM ABOUT ZHANIS LIPKE (continued)

Ghetto prisoners
walking to the
execution site
in Rumbula (a

still from the film)

A terrifying scene depicting the executions
by shooting in Rumbula (a still from the film)

The final scene of the film: In a truck,
filled to the top with old furniture,
Zhanis takes several prisoners to a
relatively safe shelter, far from Riga

A line of ghetto prisoners marching
to Rumbula (a still from the film)

 More than 70 years ago, in 1947 
in Vienna, Johanna Spector, a former 
prisoner of the ghetto in Liepaja, 
Kaiserwald, and Stutthof, who lived in 
Liepaja before the war and graduated 
from the Vienna Academy of Music, 
released the collection of songs 
“Ghetto und KZ-Lieder aus Lettland 
und Litauen,” which included songs she 
heard in the ghetto and later arranged. 
Ms. Spector, who for many years led 
the department of ethnic music at the 
Jewish Theological Seminary (JTS) in 
New York City, which she established, 
died ten years ago, in 2008.
 Margers Vestermanis, who has 
published a study of some of the 
prisoners’ works and collected 
extensive materials in Yiddish, 
suggested that there are likely other 

works by the ghetto prisoners in the 
Spector archives. He was correct: in her 
archives, stored in the JTS, were dozens 
of song lyrics and poems written by 
ghetto prisoners, mostly in German. 
All of them, the collected works from 
the archive, as well as works by Abram 
Bloch, Jacob Rozin, Leizer Lecrower 
and others, written in the hell of the 
Nazi death camps, are waiting to be 
published, waiting for the researcher 
who will realize our dream of publishing 
a collection of poems and songs from 
the ghettos and concentration camps 
of Latvia. These poems and songs 
deserve to be preserved and live in the 
memory of our descendants.
 Here is an excerpt from Abram 
Bloch’s manuscript (in Yiddish and 
English):

“Feder, Feder!
Vestu kenen blut af tint farbaiten?
S’vern doch farblutikt veren
In main heft di saiten!”
“Pen, my pen!
Will you be able to replace by ink
   our blood?
Because the blood will cover
Every page!”

ON THE CREATIVE LEGACY OF GHETTO PRISONERS

Cover and title page of the collection
compiled by Johanna Spector
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 In Latvia, the entire year of 2018, 
especially November, was marked 
by centenary celebrations. The Jews 
of Latvia recall that it was on No-
vember 18, 1918, with the establish-
ment of the independent Republic 
of Latvia, for the first time Latvian 
Jews appeared as a new ethnic enti-
ty. Jews had been loyal to the coun-
try in its brightest and darkest days 
and continue to participate in the 
nation’s life today.
     In the year of the birth of the Lat-
vian state, lawyer Philip Lackij, one 
of the Jewish representatives to 
the National Council of Latvia, said: 
“Building a state is not a privilege of 
the majority or a profitable business, 
it is a hard, but also honorable duty 
of all the inhabitants of the country.”

—
   On Novem-
ber 8, on the 
eve of the 80th 
anniversary of 
the infamous 
Kristallnacht, 
a Procession 
of Memory 
took place in 
Riga. On that 
terrible night 
of Novem-
ber 9, 1938, 
in Berlin and 
other cities in 
Nazi Germany, 

thousands of Jewish houses and 
a huge number of shops and busi-
nesses were looted. Later, 25,000 
Jews were taken to concentration 
camps. Because of the sidewalks 
covered with glass rubble, this night 
was called “crystal.” This event began 

the countdown to the worldwide 
Jewish catastrophe, which took the 
lives of six million Jews. The Riga 
procession was organized by activ-
ists in the fight against fascism and 
anti-Semitism and  was dedicated 
to those who, during World War II, 
risked their lives to save Jews. Par-
ticipants lit candles at the Freedom 
Monument and passed under the 
bell ringing in the center of Riga, 
walking on the streets where the 
gentiles of Riga, at risk of their lives, 
hid Jews. More than a hundred peo-
ple participated in the march, which 
ended at the ruins of the Gogolshul 
synagogue. Afterwards, there was a 
short rally. MEP Miroslav Mitrofanov 
recalled the recent resolution of the 
European Parliament condemning 
neo-Nazism (see below) and ex-
plained that the goal of the march: 
“We must continually say ‘No!’ to 
neo-Nazism.”

—

     Attempts by Latvian politicians 
to completely legitimize the Lat-
vian Legion of the Waffen SS were 
unsuccessful. On October 25, the 
European Parliament adopted a 
resolution condemning neo-Nazi 
manifestations in several Europe-
an countries, citing Latvia as one 
of the examples where the day of 
commemoration of legionnaires 
is celebrated. The majority of the 
European Parliament voted on the 

resolution—355 deputies voted for, 
90 against, 39 abstained. Thus, the 
European Parliament recommend-
ed creating special units within law 
enforcement agencies to combat 
incitement of ethnic hatred and 
the glorification of fascism. Note 
that the adopted resolution is not 
mandatory; Latvia can ignore it. We 
are awaiting the comments of Lat-
vian politicians next year about this
matter.

—

     Jurmala has not had an active syn-
agogue since World War II. In Sep-
tember of this year, the first post-
war synagogue “Beit Israel” opened 
at 33 Bulduru Avenue.
   Emanuel Grinshpun, Vice-President 
of the Euro-Asian Jewish Congress, 
after coming to Jurmala and being 
surprised at the absence of a syna-
gogue, said that this cannot contin-
ue. “Something must be done; the 
Jews must have a place for religious 
needs.”  So, he provided a space for 
the new synagogue, the first floor of 
a two-story building that belongs to 
him, dedicating the first synagogue 
of Jurmala to the memory of his fa-
ther Israel Ben Meir. A Torah scroll 
was specially written for the new 
synagogue and some new furniture 
was also procured.

—
     Rabbi Shimon Kutnovsky-Liak, 
who arrived from Moscow, is the 
rabbi of the synagogue. The opening 

NEWS FROM LATVIA AND ELSEWHERE

Candle lighting at the  
Freedom Monument 
to commemorate the 
80th anniversary of 

Kristallnacht

Former soldiers of the Latvian legion of
the Waffen SS who were mentioned in
the European Parliament’s resolution

At the opening of the synagogue in Jurmala
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NEWS FROM LATVIA AND ELSEWHERE (continued)

of the synagogue brought together 
60 guests from Moldova, Russia, 
Uzbekistan, Israel, Europe, and the 
United States. The guests arrived at 
the gala dinner on the evening of 
the dedication. “We will hold Shab-
bat services in our synagogue,” says 
Rabbi Shimon, “and we hope that in 
time it will become a real meeting-
house. Jewish holidays will be cele-
brated here, meals will be arranged, 
daily prayers, lectures on current 
social, cultural, and historical topics 
will be held and various educational 
programs will be carried out.” The 
dedication of the synagogue was 
attended by the Chairman of the 
Council of Jewish Communities of 
Latvia A. Sukharenko and the Chair-
man of the Board of the Riga Reli-
gious Community D. Kagan.

—

     Lielais Kristaps, the Latvian cinema 
festival, was held at the Splendid 
Palace Cinema on November 7-13. 
The top prize, the “Big Kristap” stat-
ue, was awarded to Abram Kletskin 
for his lifetime contributions to 
the world of the cinema. Abram 
Kletskin, a scholar and a public fig-
ure, had been an active participant 
in a group that founded the Latvian 
Society of Jewish Culture 30 years 
ago.
     A professor of the University of 
Latvia, a doctor of art history, jour-

nalist, film theorist and critic. From 
2007 to 2012, Abram Kletskin was 
the chairman of the National Coun-
cil of Latvia of Radio and Television. 
He is one of the finest contemporary 
documentary filmmakers, repre-
senting Latvia at many international 
film forums. Together with film critic 
Mick Savisko, who was also award-
ed the “Big Kristap” statue, Abram 
Kletskin is considered to be the cre-
ator of the Latvian school of poetic 
documentary cinema in the 1970s. 
He also wrote the scripts for many 
documentaries, including Is It Easy 
to Be Young?, which was directed by 
Juris Podnieks and was seen by 28 
million viewers. The makers of this 
film were awarded the USSR State 
Prize.
     Accepting the “Big Kristap,” Abram 
Kletskin said that it is necessary to 
work together to make “life more 
beautiful, smarter and more pleas-
ant for people.” The Courier, among 
others, most sincerely congratulates 
the winner!

—
     This year marks 125 years since 
the birth of the king of the tango, 
Oscar Strok. The Pushkin Society of 
Latvia held a commemorative event 
celebrating this anniversary.
     Strok’s father, an army musician 
who lived in Dvinsk, was expect-
ing that at least one of his children 
“would be Mozart.” Osya, his eighth 
child, was so designated in the fam-

ily. For his 10th birthday, his father 
gave him a notebook with one Mo-
zart symphony and a small volume 
of Pushkin’s poems. The boy picked 
up a pen and wrote his first piece 
of music—a romantic piece based 
on Pushkin’s poems. He continued 
to compose, including the famous 
tango “Black Eyes.” During the war, 
new words were written to Strok’s 
tango “Blue Eyes.” They were writ-
ten in the Warsaw Ghetto by the 
well-known journalist Igor Samuil 
Korn-Tayer. This new Yiddish tango 
was titled “Wu Ahin Zol Ih Gein”;  
the evening featured this work. “We 
dedicate this to those killed in the 
ghettos and concentration camps, 
those who were shot and tortured,” 
said the hosts.

     At the concert, Strok’s grand-
daughter, Tatyana Strok, thanked the 
organizers for a wonderful evening. 
Today there is a memorial plaque at 
the house on Terbatas Street in Riga 
where Oscar Strok lived, as well as 
performances of “Tango Between 
the Rows” at the M. Chekhov Russian 
Theater in Riga. 

—
     On October 22 at the Jews in Lat-
via Museum, a presentation on the 
Latvian
language publication of the book 
Lost Neighborhood: Jews in the Cul-
tural Memory of the People of Latvia 
was conducted. The publication is 
based on materials collected by the 

The top prize of the Latvian cinema
festival, the “Big Kristap”

A poster advertising a show about 
Oscar Strok by the Russian Theater in Riga

Abram Kletskin
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museum in cooperation with the 
Center “Sefer” during the historical-
folklore expeditions to Latgale, held 
from 2011 to 2016.
    The Moscow center “Sefer” togeth-
er with the Jews in Latvia Museum 
conducted several ethnographic 
expeditions in Latgale to collect the 
memories of the local people about 
the Latgalian Jews, whom they knew 
and remembered. Today’s elderly, 
born in the 1920s and 1930s, were 
children at the beginning of the war. 
     The project began in Ukraine. 
Then the researchers worked in 
Galicia, in Bukovina, in Moldova, in 
Transnistria, in Eastern Belarus, Rus-
sia, and in areas near the border of 
Latvia and Lithuania—in Biržai and 
the surrounding area. In 2011, the 
research began in Latgale in coop-
eration with the museum. Many re-
membered pre-war life, the arrival 
of the Soviets. They told us where 
the synagogues were, how the Jews 
prayed. They related what they re-
membered of their neighbors and 
friends.  Trips were made every 
year, and sometimes twice a year, to 
various cities of Latgale—Rezekne, 
Ludza, Zilupe, Varaklani and Vilani, 
Kraslava and Subate. Researchers in-
terviewed Jews and non-Jews. Local 
cultural workers, employees of mu-
seums or libraries, assisted them. 
     The collection was presented by 
the director of the Jews in Latvia 
Museum Ilya Lensky and Associate 

Professor of the University of Latvia 
Svetlana Pogodina.

—

 Iosif Rochko, founder and direc-
tor of the Daugavpils Jewish Commu-
nity Museum and recipient of the Or-
der of the Three Stars, presented his 
Famous Jews of Latgale at the Central 
Latgale Library. This book is dedicat-
ed to Jews who were born or lived 
in Daugavpils and were successful in 
their work in Latvia and elsewhere. 
Mr. Rochko recounted that the idea 
of   the book was inspired by his ex-
posure to books published in dif-
ferent countries with the general 
theme of “100 outstanding people.” 
For example, Outstanding Jews of 
Latvia, edited by Gregory Smirin, 
was published in Latvia in 2003. 
Famous Jews of Latgale is the first 
part of an extensive study of 120 fa-
mous Jews who were born or lived in 
Daugavpils over the past 200 years; 
at times half of the city’s population 
was Jewish. Now the region has few 
Jews. The first Jews appeared here 
in the 17th century, fleeing from the 
south of Ukraine, the modern areas 
of Donbass and Lugansk. 
     Rochko is working on the second 
volume, which will deal with the 
Jews of Daugavpils from 1920s to 
present day. A planned third volume 
will summarize information about 
Jews living in other cities of Latgale.

—
     For the third year in a row on the 
evening of November 30, the anni-
versary of the first Nazi massacre in 
Rumbula in 1941, many residents of 
Riga came to the Freedom Monu-
ment to light a candle in memory of 
the Jews of Latvia killed during the 
Holocaust.
     Those killed were citizens of Lat-
via—neighbors, classmates, and fel-
low students of our grandparents. 
Among them were outstanding 
doctors, engineers, and professors. 
They were part of Latvia and they 
did much for the development of 
the young state, stated the organiz-
ers of the event.

     Those who came to the Freedom 
Monument feel it is their responsibil-
ity to preserve the memory of those 
killed—more than 25,000 victims of 
the most horrific mass murder of civil-
ians in the history of Latvia. They com-
memorate those who met their end in 
the Rumbula forest 77 years ago.
     The call to mark the 75th anniver-
sary of the Rumbula tragedy in 2016 
was signed by more than 300 resi-
dents of Latvia. This year, the com-
memorative event “Rumbula—77” 
was organized as well by the Memo-
rial Museum of Zhanis Lipke.

Compiled by Bronya Shif
Translated from Russian by

Mariya Taukule and Alan Solovey

Ilya Lensky,  director of the Jews in
Latvia Museum, presenting

the book Lost Neighborhood

Iosif Rochko presents his
book, Famous Jews of Latgale

Lighting candles at the Freedom
Monument on November 30
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 In this year’s March issue, we 
reported on the Kuklya family reunion 
held last summer in London that 
brought together close to 500 people. 
The Kuklya family, originating in 
Rezekne, Latvia, can be traced back 
for more than two and a half cent-
uries—with close to 3,000 descend-
ants dispersed among 15 countries. 
Although the surnames of the family’s 
living members now vary in spelling 
(Kuklya, Cookle, Cooklin, Cookler, 
Kuklin, Kukle), they are branches of 
one tree, the roots of which are here 
in Rezekne. According to Ian Levin, 
the expert historian and leader of this 
project, the Kuklya family is one of 
the largest studied Jewish families in 
the world; data on the family has now 
been made digitally available. 

 On October 28, 2018, repre-
sentatives of the family gathered 
in Rezekne for the unveiling of a 
memorial to the Kuklya family. More 
than 50 members of the family from 
nine countries attended, joined by the 
family’s Latvian members, their friends, 

and numerous residents of the city. The 
memorial, a granite stone bearing the 
names of nine of the family’s ancestors, 
was installed on a small area near 
the Green Synagogue. Victor Brod, 
the founder and coordinator of the 
memorial project, the grandson of 
Leyb Kuklya and the son of Leya Kuklya, 
opened the ceremony by speaking 
about the great impression left on 
him by the recent family reunion in 
London and about the great desire to 
visit Latvia expressed by many foreign 
participants. He spoke about Rezekne, 
the family’s place of origin, and 
Rumbula, where many of its members 
were killed. Soon after the reunion, he 
was inspired to establish a memorial 
in Rezekne so that visitors might have 
a place to put flowers and stones, to 
remember and pray.

 “By and large,” said Mr. Brod, 
“despite the fact that the stone itself 
is dedicated to the Kuklya family, I 
hope that over time it will become a 
Jewish site for anyone who had once 
lived here and left for other countries, 
for those who fought, for relatives 
and friends of those who died, for 
residents and guests of this city.” Mr. 
Brod thanked the mayor of Rezkene, 
Alexander Bartashevich, as well as the 
city council, the American Kukla Family 
Trust (which assisted with the project), 
designer Evgeny Zakman, and all 
relatives and friends for their interest 
and support.
 Mayor Bartashevich also addressed 
the Kuklya family and those present, 

expressing the hope that the memorial 
and its home city would unite the 
Kuklya family—that wherever they 
might be, they could feel at home in 
Rezekne. Mayor Bartashevich thanked 
Mr. Brod and all participants in the 
project, whose contribution made 
it possible to turn the previously 
inconspicuous corner of the city into a 
beautiful and comfortable place with 
its own history. “A good place,” said the 
mayor,  “should have a good name.  With 
that, I would like to announce that the 
city council of Rezekne has decided to 
name this site Kuklya Family Square 
and express my admiration not only 
for the Kuklya family, but also for the 
Jewish people who lived and continue 
to live in Rezekne and the memory 
of those who died here during the 
Holocaust.”
    Rachael Kuklya, the only bearer of 
the Kuklya name residing in Rezekne 
and the former chairman of the city’s 
Jewish community, who was born 
here and worked here for many years 
as a teacher in a local school, spoke 
about the family’s life before the war. 

R. Kuklya speaks, preceding Mayor of
Rezekne A. Bartashevich and V. Brod

KUKLYA FAMILY MEMORIAL UNVEILED IN REZEKNE 

Ian Levin speaks as Eugene Kuklya, Head
of the Foreign Languages   Department of
Omsk Pedagogical University, supports

him and translates

The meeting was begun by the initiator
and organizer of the project, Victor Brod

A view of the memorial monument at
the Kuklya family square in Rezekne

A. Bartashevich and V. Brod cut the
ribbon at the symbolic gate
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She spoke about her grandparents, Leyb 
and Hana-Dveira Kuklya, who had nine 
children, one of whom was her father, 
Shaya Kuklya, who was killed in the battles 
during World War II, and about how 
attentive and caring her grandfather 
and grandmother were, nurturing in 
their grandchildren a profound love for 
Jewish customs and songs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Rabbi Mordechaj Glazman read 
the prayer of blessing for the memorial 
stone. He reminded us that before 
the war there were 11 synagogues 
in Rezekne, emphasizing that the 
members of the Kuklya family present at 
the celebration were but a small part of 
the thousands of its living members—
further evidence of the vitality of the 
Jewish people. Am Yisrael Chai!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Designer Evgeny Zakman spoke 
about his artistic vision of the project: 
stone, unlike other materials, always 
faces the future. Stone is enduring, just 
like the city of Rezekne and its people. 
“Having become acquainted with the 
history of the Kuklya family,” he said, “I 
admired its achievements. Stone is the 
future of the Kuklya family too—let it 
live long and flourish. When the stone 

for the memorial was cut, I felt as if the 
names of the family’s founders were 
already inside it, we merely uncovered 
them. One could see an outline of 
a flame in the face of the stone, an 
upward movement, a kind of eternal 
fire that lives within it. And the second 
important element of my vision was a 
symbolic invitation into the family, into 
the home. Thence emerged the image 
of an arch, symbolizing a door, passing 
through which you will enter the house 
of Kuklya.”
 In conclusion, Rezkene’s Yanina 
Dukule read her poems written in honor 
of this gathering.

 After visiting the Green Synagogue, 
participants were greeted at the
Latgalian Cultural Center GORS by 
Benjamin Kayem, Vice Chairman of 
the Council of Jewish Communities 
of Latvia. After that,  Boruh Smerin, 
visiting from Poland, delivered an 
emotional speech in Yiddish, language 
that was not forgotten by many. In 
an impassioned speech, Ian Levin 
reminded his cousins about his long 
search for Kuklya descendants around 
the globe, exhorting them to continue 

fostering newly found connections 
between relatives living in America and 
Great Britain, Israel and Poland, Canada, 
Russia, Belarus, and Austria. The guests 
were then presented with memorable 
souvenirs of the event—small, elegant 
leather bags containing 20-30 grams of 
pebbles, fragments of the granite used 
for the memorial stone. My mother, 
née Kuklya, is buried in Washington 
Cemetery in Brooklyn, and I have taken 
one such pebble and placed it by her 
tombstone.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next day, Arkadiy Suharenko, the 
president of the Council of Jewish 
Communities of Latvia, as well as other 
leaders of the Jewish community met 
in Riga with all of the group members.  
After dinner, guests embarked on a 
wonderful tour of Jewish Riga, which 
ended in Rumbula—the site of the 
massacre of the prisoners of the Riga 
ghetto, where among the memorial 
stones bearing the names of victims are 
those with the last name Kuklya.

By Ivar Brod
Translation by Dan Feoktistov

KUKLYA FAMILY MEMORIAL UNVEILED IN REZEKNE  (continued)

Evgeny Zakman described
his vision for the project

Rabbi Mordechaj Glazman read the
blessing prayer for the memorial stone

The monument in Rumbula consists of 
stones with the names of those killed,

including stones with the names of
members of the Kuklya family

Children are the first to walk through the 
arch, a symbol of the entrance to the Kuklya 
family home. On the left, the mayor speaks 

to the eldest member of the reunion,
91-year-old Hirsch Kuklya, who had

arrived from Atlanta, USA.

A group picture in front of
the Green Synagogue

A tour of the Jewish places of Riga, at the site 
of the burned choral Gogolshul synagogue


